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The reason behind the recognition of these pouches is its user friendly design which is apt for storing liquids, pasty or loose bulk materials. Besides, in comparison to normal PET or glass bottles, these are easier for transport and perfect for retail shelves.

Spouted pouches are re-closable and produced with a weld spout and a cap. These spouts can be engineered for spill control, convenience and safety and hence suitable for liquid range of products like beverages, sauces or cleaning agents. The size and form can be customised as per clients need and requirement.

Smart Pouches also provides spouted pouches which includes fitments and closures according to the specifications of wide array of products.

Some of the key benefits include

- Easy re-closable
- Spill free
- Handling and customer convenience
- On-shelf product differentiation
  - Large printing surface
  - Light-weight packaging
- Packaging Volume Reduction (PVR)
  - Cost efficient transport
  - Less waste to dispose
- Lower cost vs. Rigid containers (PET or Glass Bottles)
Features and Options (Add-ons)

- A range of spouts and screw caps
- Clear windows
- Glossy or matte finishes
- Tear notches
- Ergonomic handles
- Rounded corners

Common Structures (Materials)

- PET / FOIL / POLY
- PET / POLY
- PET / MET PET / POLY

Applications (Industries)

- Beverages
- Pasty and liquid foods
- Home & Garden products
- Health & Beauty products
- Pharmaceuticals
- Industrial & Other packaging options
Smart Pouches can customize these spouted stand-up pouches to meet your specific requirements including many designs, shapes, sizes, materials, colours, printing and several other features & options. With our extensive knowledge and experience in the field of pouches, we can deliver what you need.

We also supply pre-made spouted pouches and roll stock films.
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